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Oscillatory dynamics are common in biological pathways, emerging from the coupling of positive
and negative feedback loops. Due to the small numbers of molecules typically contained in cellular
volumes, stochastic effects may play an important role in system behavior. Thus, for moderate noise
strengths, stochasticity has been shown to enhance signal-to-noise ratios or even induce oscillations
in a class of phenomena referred to as “stochastic resonance” and “coherence resonance,” respectively. Furthermore, the biological oscillators are subject to influences from the division cycle of the
cell. In this paper we consider a biologically relevant oscillator and investigate the effect of intrinsic
noise as well as division cycle which encompasses the processes of growth, DNA duplication, and
cell division. We first construct a minimal reaction network which can oscillate in the presence of
large or negligible timescale separation. We then derive corresponding deterministic and stochastic
models and compare their dynamical behaviors with respect to 共i兲 the extent of the parameter space
where each model can exhibit oscillatory behavior and 共ii兲 the oscillation characteristics, namely,
the amplitude and the period. We further incorporate division cycle effects on both models and
investigate the effect of growth rate on system behavior. Our results show that in the presence but
not in the absence of large timescale separation, coherence resonance effects result in extending the
oscillatory region and lowering the period for the stochastic model. When the division cycle is
taken into account, the oscillatory region of the deterministic model is shown to extend or shrink for
moderate or high growth rates, respectively. Further, under the influence of the division cycle, the
stochastic model can oscillate for parameter sets for which the deterministic model does not. The
division cycle is also found to be able to resonate with the oscillator, thereby enhancing oscillation
robustness. The results of this study can give valuable insight into the complex interplay between
oscillatory intracellular dynamics and various noise sources, stemming from gene expression, cell
growth, and division. © 2010 American Institute of Physics. 关doi:10.1063/1.3484868兴
Oscillations in biological systems are influenced by the
intrinsic stochasticity in the occurrence of reaction
events, as well as the division cycle. Previous work has
focused on the effect of noise strength on the signal-tonoise ratio of the oscillation. Stochastic resonance effects
have thus been revealed: for moderate noise strengths the
signal-to-noise ratio is maximized. In this paper we
present a comprehensive modeling study of a biologically
relevant oscillatory reaction network to isolate the effects
of timescale separation, intrinsic noise, and division cycle.
To this end, we compare corresponding deterministic and
stochastic models at different parameter regions, where
timescale separation is present or absent. To isolate the
effect of division cycle we compare models that account
for the processes of growth, DNA production, and division, with models that neglect these processes. We find
that in the presence, but not in the absence of timescale
separation, intrinsic noise extends the region of the parameter space where oscillations are observed and lowers
the period. Cell growth and DNA production can enlarge
a兲
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or shrink the oscillatory region for moderate or higher
growth rates, respectively. In the presence of stochasticity
in DNA duplication and division, the division cycle can
introduce robust oscillations in regions where the deterministic model does not oscillate. The conclusions drawn
from our comparisons can provide significant insight into
the complex interplay between oscillatory dynamics and
the various sources of noise that exist in the cell.
I. INTRODUCTION

Oscillatory dynamics are ubiquitous in biological systems, with typical examples being the circadian rhythms,1
Ca2+ dynamics,2 and the cell cycle.3,4 In these systems, there
typically exist coupled positive and negative feedbacks
which generate the oscillatory behavior. For example, the
core oscillator responsible for circadian rhythms in the fungus Neurospora crassa operates as follows:5 two transcription factors, namely, the white collar proteins WC-1 and
WC-2, assemble into a complex 共WCC兲 and induce production of the frequency 共FRQ兲 protein 共positive feedback兲.
FRQ enters the nucleus and represses the accumulation of frq
mRNA through, what is believed to be, a negative feedback
loop to WCC. Subsequently, FRQ is accumulated again and
the process repeats itself. Core circadian oscillator modules
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that exist in other organisms share the common characteristic
of interacting positive and negative feedback loops.6
In the case of the calcium system of mammalian cells,2
intracellular Ca2+ is stored into the endoplasmic reticulum
共ER兲 or the sarcoplasmid reticulum and is secreted by channels sensitive to IP3 or ryanodine. Ca2+ is able to interact
with these receptors, thereby inducing its own secretion
through a positive feedback 关calcium-induced calcium release 共CICR兲兴. Once the Ca2+ concentration into the cytosol
becomes high enough, ATPase pumps that exist in the surface of the ER return Ca2+ back into the ER; this interaction
can be thought as a negative feedback. After the Ca2+ concentration is restored to basal levels, the ER channels open
again releasing Ca2+ into the cytoplasm and the process repeats itself. Other mechanisms 共Ca2+ fluxes from and to the
extracellular space or the mitochondria, buffering activity of
proteins兲 can modulate the calcium oscillations. However, it
is essentially the existence of coupled positive 共CICR兲 and
negative 共ATPase pump兲 feedback loops that generates oscillations in the intracellular Ca2+ concentration.
Finally, in the case of a mitotic oscillator, cyclin B and
CDK1 dimerize forming the M-phase promoting factor
共MPF兲. Once MPF is activated by the cyclin dependent kinase CDK1, it subsequently activates the anaphase promoting complex 共APC兲 through a positive feedback. APC in turn
degrades cyclin B, thereby inactivating MPF;4 this interaction generates the negative feedback. If multiple positive and
negative feedbacks exist, their coupling can lead to complex
oscillatory responses such as birythmicity and chaos.7
The oscillatory dynamics encountered in cellular systems are subject to an extra source of complexity: due to the
small volumes and numbers of molecules participating in the
biochemical events, the stochasticity in the occurrence of the
latter is significant.8,9 This source of stochasticity, termed
intrinsic noise,10 may introduce fluctuations in the periods
and the amplitudes of biological oscillators, and thus, it has
been proposed that noise resistance mechanisms must be
considered in models of such systems.11
The interplay between intrinsic noise and oscillatory behavior is not always detrimental though. It can also give rise
to phenomena referred to as “stochastic resonance.”12 This
term initially referred to the entrainment of noise-induced
transitions by a periodic signal,13 but it has since been generalized to refer to cooperative effects between stochasticity
and periodicity that lead to an increase of signal-to-noise
ratio for moderate levels of noise. Stochastic resonance has
been shown to promote the accuracy of biological oscillators
such as circadian clocks,14 and artificial genetic
oscillators,15,16 and has also been characterized in excitable
systems.17 Since the strength of the stochastic resonance depends on the magnitude of the noise, tuning the latter can
facilitate the detection of weak signals and improve information processing in biology.18,19
On the other hand, noise has been shown to induce oscillatory behavior in systems for which deterministic models
do not oscillate but exhibit excitability. This effect termed
“coherence resonance”20 has been observed in models of circadian clocks21,22 and Ca2+ dynamics,23,24 the cell cycle,25 as
well as theoretical models of excitability.17 In these systems,
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an excitable steady state gets continuously perturbed by
noise, thereby giving rise to a train of repetitive spikes. For
example, for the Ca2+ system, models that incorporate stochasticity in the binding and unbinding events of Ca2+ and
IP3 to the corresponding sites have been shown to reproduce
oscillation-like behavior, whereas deterministic models do
not.26
Noise in biological systems though does not stem solely
from stochasticity in intracellular reactions. Apart from the
intrinsic noise sources, extrinsic noise contributions also influence the behavior of these systems.10 In particular, during
the course of a division cycle, the volume of the cell doubles,
along with the molecular contents of DNA, and the metabolic and regulatory machinery of the cell 共DNA and RNA
polymerases, activators and repressors, etc.兲. The molecular
contents of these species are also subject to stochastic fluctuations and finally, upon partitioning, the two daughters may
inherit different number of molecules, further contributing to
the extrinsic noise. Extrinsic noise effects have been investigated for a variety of genetic architectures.10,27–30 Yet, the
effects of extrinsic noise on oscillatory dynamics remain unclear. More specifically, the effects of DNA accumulation
right after a DNA duplication event, and the dilution due to
cell volume expansion during growth, have not been investigated.
In this paper we use a comparative approach to elucidate
the effect of timescale separation, as well as intrinsic and
extrinsic noise sources on a biologically relevant oscillatory
reaction network. To do so, we first construct an abstract,
minimal oscillator involving two species, an activator and an
inhibitor, and incorporating a single positive and a single
negative feedback loop. We subsequently derive a deterministic model using mass action kinetics and analyze its
asymptotic and transient behavior. The model is found to be
able to exhibit threshold behavior depending on the value of
a parameter controlling the timescale separation between the
activator and inhibitor dynamics. We then incorporate
growth and DNA production using a continuum model
formulation31 and study the effect of deterministic division
cycle dynamics.
Using the same reaction network, we subsequently derive the corresponding stochastic model and employ
Gillespie’s algorithm to simulate the stochastic dynamics32 at
various regions of the parameter space. We further incorporate cell growth, DNA duplication, and division on the stochastic model and simulate the resulting master equation. In
the latter, DNA duplication is treated as a discrete event that
occurs randomly in time and results in the production of new
operator molecules, which, upon division, are partitioned to
the new daughters using hypergeometric random deviates.
Thus, we isolate the effects of stochasticity on system behavior by comparing the predictions of the stochastic and deterministic models; we demonstrate the effect of timescale
separation by comparing the cases where the system does or
does not exhibit large separation; and we finally elucidate the
effect of extrinsic noise stemming from the division cycle by
comparing the models that take into account growth, DNA
production, and division with those that do not.
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TABLE I. Symbols used for the species.
Symbol

Species denoted

O
X
X2
OX2
Yi
Y
쏗

Operator
Activator monomer
Activator dimer
Activator dimer-operator complex
Inactive degrader
Activated degrader
Generic source or sink

k2

Y i + X 2→ Y + X 2 .
FIG. 1. Interaction diagram for the key species of the biological oscillator
network 共X: activator monomer, X2: activator dimer, Yi: inactive degrader,
Y: active degrader, + and ⫺ denote positive and negative feedbacks,
respectively兲.

Once activated, Y can exert its negative feedback, as it specifically degrades X and its dimer X2 according to the following reactions:
1

X + Y→ Y,
II. REACTION NETWORK

2

The molecular mechanisms included in our reaction network appear schematically in Fig. 1. The key species are the
activator X, whose dimer X2 exerts the positive feedback,
and the degrader Y, which exists in the inactive 共Yi兲 and the
active 共Y兲 states.
The constitutive expression of the activator monomer X
from an operator site is modeled as a first order reaction,
k0

O→ O + X.

共1兲

The dimerization of the activator is assumed to be a reversible reaction with dissociation constant denoted by ␤,


2X→ X2 ,
␤

X2→ 2X.

共2兲
共3兲

Once dimerized, the activator can exert the positive feedback: the dimer X2 binds reversibly to the operator site, with
a dissociation constant denoted by ␣,


O + X2→ OX2 ,
␣

OX2→ O + X2 .

共4兲
共5兲

The bound operator also expresses the protein X,
k1

OX2→ OX2 + X.

共6兲

We note that the kinetic constant for the expression of X
from reaction 共6兲 is assumed to be higher than that of the
constitutive expression, 共k1 ⬎ k0兲. Thus, this binding enhances the production of the activator monomer X compared
to the constitutive expression from a free operator site 关reaction 共1兲兴.
Furthermore, the dimer X2 activates species Y in a reaction that follows second order kinetics. This action provides
the coupling between positive and negative feedbacks,

共7兲

X2 + Y→ Y.

共8兲
共9兲

Finally, Y can be rendered inactive by a process assumed to
follow first order kinetics,
3

Y→ Yi .

共10兲

In summary, the reaction network from which the two corresponding models are derived consists of reactions 共1兲–共10兲.
Species notation is summarized in Table I and the values of
the kinetic constants and other parameters are shown in
Table II. In the following, we will first analyze the behavior
of the deterministic model, showing the two different types
of oscillations that can be exhibited as well as the effect of
growth and DNA production. Subsequently, we will investigate the effects of extrinsic and intrinsic stochasticity. To
isolate the effects of intrinsic stochasticity, originating from
small numbers of molecules, we will initially assume that the
total operator DNA and the cellular volume remain constant.
Subsequently, we will incorporate cell growth, DNA duplication, and division in order to investigate the effects of
these extrinsic noise sources.
III. DETERMINISTIC MODELS

The deterministic model consists of the mass balances
for the interacting species subject to conservation conditions.
Concentration of species X is denoted as 关X兴 共for species
notation, see Table I兲. Since the operator exists in a free form
as well as bound to the activator dimer and the total operator
concentration, denoted 关O兴T, is constant, the following conservation equation holds:
关O兴T = 关O兴 + 关OX2兴.

共11兲

Furthermore, the total 共active and inactive兲 degrader concentration, denoted 关Y兴T, is also constant,
关Y兴T = 关Yi兴 + 关Y兴.

共12兲

Utilizing the above relations and assuming that mass action
kinetics apply to all reactions of the network the mass bal-
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TABLE II. Parameters of the oscillator model.
Symbol
V
OT
YT
k0
k1
k2

␤

␣
1
2
3


Value

Units

Description

14⫻ 10−15
2
300
0.075· 
140· 
0.014
50
36
20
22
0.0144· 
0.0072· 
0.002

L
共Copy number兲
共Copy number兲
min−1
min−1
nM−1 min−1
nM−1 min−1
nM
nM−1 min−1
nM
nM−1 min−1
nM−1 min−1
min−1
共Dim/less兲

Volumea
Total operator content 共thus, 关O兴T ⬇ 0.237 nM兲
Total degrader content 共thus, 关Y兴T ⬇ 35.6 nM兲
Constitutive expression rate of Xb
Enhanced transcription rate of Xb
Rate constant for activation of Yi from X2
X dimerization rate constant
X dimerization dissociation constant
X2-operator binding rate constant
X2-operator dissociation constant
Induced degradation rate constant for Xb
Induced degradation rate constant for X2 b
Y deactivation rate constant
Parameter controlling timescale separation

c

a

The volume was taken to be that of a yeast cell with a representative diameter of approximately
3 m.
b
The value of these parameters affects timescale separation. Larger  values result in positive
feedback being faster than the negative.
c
For simulations where timescale separation exists,  = 10. For simulations where timescale separation is absent,  = 1.

ances for each of the four participating species are written as
d关O兴
= −  · 关O兴 · 关X2兴 + ␣ ·  · 共关O兴T − 关O兴兲,
dt

共13兲

d关X兴
= k0 · 关O兴 + k1 · 共关O兴T − 关O兴兲 − 2 ·  · 关X兴2
dt
+ 2 · ␤ ·  · 关X2兴 − 1 · 关X兴 · 关Y兴,

共14兲

d关X2兴
= −  · 关O兴 · 关X2兴 + ␣ ·  · 共关O兴T − 关O兴兲 +  · 关X兴2
dt
− ␤ ·  · 关X2兴 − 2 · 关X2兴 · 关Y兴,
d关Y兴
= k2 · 关X2兴 · 共关Y兴T − 关Y兴兲 − 3 · 关Y兴.
dt

共15兲
共16兲

A. Bifurcation structure

In order to elucidate the behavior of our oscillator as
predicted by the deterministic model, we first performed continuation simulations using XPPAUT 共Ref. 33兲 of both steady
states and periodic solutions of Eqs. 共13兲–共16兲. The main
bifurcation parameter was chosen to be the dissociation constant ␣ for the binding of the activator dimer to the operator,
since it quantifies an important effect, namely, the strength of
the positive feedback.
Furthermore, parameter , appearing in the values of kinetic rates k0, k1, 1, and 2, quantifies the timescale separation between the positive and negative feedbacks as it affects the order of magnitude of the rates of production and
degradation of the X species,

k0 = 0.075 · ,
1 = 0.0144 · ,

k1 = 140 ·  ,
2 = 0.0072 ·  .

共17兲

Figure 2共a兲 shows a bifurcation diagram for the parameter set
of Table II with  = 10, which corresponds to faster positive
versus negative feedback action 关refer to Eq. 共17兲 and Table
II兴. Notice that the system exhibits oscillations that have approximately constant amplitude for an extended range of the
main bifurcation parameter ␣. On the other hand, Fig. 2共b兲
shows a qualitative different behavior in which the timescale
of the positive feedback is comparable to that of the negative
feedback loop 共 = 1兲. In this case, the oscillations have
smaller amplitude whose dependence on parameter ␣ is
much stronger than that of the previous case. On the other
hand, in both cases, the oscillations emerge through an infinite period bifurcation that generates a homoclinic orbit at
around ␣ = 14 nM, and disappear at Hopf points close to ␣
= 26 nM. Note also that the region of the parameter space
where oscillations are observed remains practically the same.
The timescale separation not only affects the qualitative
characteristics of the oscillations; it also influences whether
the lower steady state 共for high ␣ values兲 will be excitable.34
Panels 共c兲 and 共d兲 of Fig. 2 show the response of the system
when a stimulus in X has been imposed as a square pulse in
time,
d关X兴
= f共关O兴,关X兴,关X2兴,关Y兴兲
dt
+ A · 共H共t − t1兲 − H共t − t1 − ⌬兲兲,

共18兲

where f共关O兴 , 关X兴 , 关X2兴 , 关Y兴兲 is the right-hand side of Eq.
共14兲, H共 · 兲 is the Heaviside unit step function, A is the amplitude and ⌬ the duration of the pulse, and t1 is the time
when the stimulus is imposed. In the case of significantly
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tion arguments 共see Sec. 1 of the supplementary material49兲
to reduce the four-variable model 共13兲–共16兲 to the following
two-variable model:

d关X兴
= 共关X兴兲 ·
dt

冢

k0 · ␣ + k1 ·
关O兴T ·

␣+

− 1 · 关X兴 · 关Y兴 − 2 · 2 ·

关X兴2
␤

关X兴2
␤

冣

关X兴2
· 关Y兴 ,
␤

关X兴2
d关Y兴
= k2 ·
· 共关Y兴T − 关Y兴兲 − 3 · 关Y兴,
dt
␤

共19兲

共20兲

where

共关X兴兲 =

FIG. 2. Panels 共a兲 and 共b兲: bifurcation diagrams for species X in the cases
where timescale separation exists 共a,  = 10兲, and in the case where it is
absent 共b,  = 1兲. Solid lines represent stable steady states and dashed lines
the unstable ones. Closed circles represent stable limit cycles and open
circles the unstable ones. Panel 共c兲: excitable behavior for  = 10, ␣ = 27.
Three transient simulations are shown, in which the system is initialized
from the steady state and at t1 = 500 min, square pulses with various amplitudes A and fixed duration ⌬ = 10 min are imposed on species X:
共i兲 A = 0.014 nM/ min, 共ii兲 A = 0.015 nM/ min, 共iii兲 A = 0.016 nM/ min. For
clarity, trajectories 共ii兲 and 共iii兲 are shifted +10 nM and +20 nM, respectively. Panel 共d兲: as in panel 共c兲 but with no timescale separation,  = 0.1. The
amplitudes of the pulses in this case are 共i兲 A = 0.1 nM/ min,
共ii兲 A = 0.2 nM/ min, and 共iii兲 A = 0.4 nM/ min. Panels 共e兲 and 共f兲: nullclines
and vector fields for the reduced system 共19兲–共21兲 in the two cases 共e,  = 10兲
and 共f,  = 1兲. The solid line corresponds to the nullcline d关X兴 / dt= 0 and the
dashed one to d关Y兴 / dt= 0. Parameters not mentioned have the values shown
in Table II.

faster positive feedback loop dynamics 关Fig. 2共c兲兴 it is apparent that for stimuli slightly above a certain threshold, the
response of the system is disproportionately large in comparison to the stimulus. This behavior is indicative of excitability, which is in contrast to the graded response observed
in Fig. 2共d兲 where the positive feedback dynamics evolve on
a timescale similar to that of the negative feedback loop.
B. Model reduction

Bifurcation structures and threshold phenomena similar
to what has just been discussed were first investigated in
models of neuronal excitation.35–37 These dynamical systems
can be described by two variable models in which the fast
variable exhibits an S-shaped nullcline and the slow variable
has a monotonic nullcline. A prototype such system characterized by a cubic nullcline for the activator and a linear one
for the inhibitor is known as the FitzHugh–Nagumo
system.38–40 In order to verify whether our system exhibits
such a topological structure we employed singular perturba-

冢

1

关X兴
1+4·
· 1+
␤

冉

␣ · 关O兴T
关X兴2
␣+
␤

冊冣

.

共21兲

2

The nullclines and the vector fields of this model 共19兲–共21兲
in the presence or absence of timescale separation are shown
in Figs. 2共e兲 and 2共f兲. We observe that the nullcline of the
activator species X indeed exhibits an S-shaped structure. In
the presence of large timescale separation, this branch acts as
separatrix: d关X兴 / dt⬎ 0 and d关Y兴 / dt⬇ 0 immediately to the
right of the branch, whereas d关X兴 / dt⬍ 0 and d关Y兴 / dt⬇ 0 to
the left 共panel e兲. Thus, if the system surpasses the separatrix, a large departure from the steady state will be observed,
indicative of excitability 共see panel c兲. On the other hand, if
no timescale separation exists, d关Y兴 / dt⬎ 0 to the right of the
branch and thus the inhibitory feedback is immediately triggered preventing the system from deviating far away from
the steady state.
C. Effect of cell growth

Equations 共11兲–共16兲 neglect cell growth and division. In
order to incorporate these effects, we formulate a continuum
model31,41 assuming that single cell growth is exponential42
and that during cell growth, free operator DNA 共species O兲
and inactive Y protein 共species Yi兲 are continuously produced, so that the conservation Eqs. 共11兲 and 共12兲 hold. We
further assume that upon cell division, the concentrations of
the mother and daughter cells are the same; thus, the equations for the species concentrations do not contain any terms
pertaining to division 共refer to Stamatakis41 for more details兲
Then, if g is the growth rate parameter defined as
g=

1 dV
·
,
V dt

共22兲

the deterministic continuum model that takes into account
cell growth is written as 共refer to Sec. 2 of the supplementary
material for a detailed derivation兲
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FIG. 3. Effect of growth on the bifurcation structure 关panels 共a兲 and 共b兲兴 and
the periods 关共c兲 and 共d兲兴 of the deterministic system 关Eqs. 共22兲–共26兲兴. For
panels 共a兲 and 共c兲  = 10 and for 共b兲 and 共d兲  = 1. Parameters not mentioned
have the values shown in Table II.

d关O兴
= −  · 关O兴 · 关X2兴 + ␣ ·  · 共关O兴T − 关O兴兲
dt
+ g · 共关O兴T − 关O兴兲,

共23兲

d关X兴
= k0 · 关O兴 + k1 · 共关O兴T − 关O兴兲 − 2 ·  · 关X兴2
dt
+ 2 · ␤ ·  · 关X2兴 − 1 · 关X兴 · 关Y兴 − g · 关X兴,

共24兲

d关X2兴
= −  · 关O兴 · 关X2兴 + ␣ ·  · 共关O兴T − 关O兴兲 +  · 关X兴2
dt
− ␤ ·  · 关X2兴 + − 2 · 关X2兴 · 关Y兴 − g · 关X2兴, 共25兲
d关Y兴
= k2 · 关X2兴 · 共关Y兴T − 关Y兴兲 − 3 · 关Y兴 − g · 关Y兴. 共26兲
dt
In order to elucidate the effect of cell growth, we performed
two parameter continuation studies of the above Eqs.
共23兲–共26兲 using XPPAUT.33 The main bifurcation parameter
was taken to be the OX2 dissociation constant ␣, and the
secondary parameter was the growth rate g. Panels 共a兲 and
共b兲 of Fig. 3 show the two parameter bifurcation diagrams
for the cases where timescale separation exists or not, respectively. The black lines denote turning points and the closed
gray circles Hopf points. In both cases, higher growth rates
result in loss of the sigmoidal shape of the bifurcation, as
evidenced by the vanishing of the turning points at approximately g = 0.01 min−1. The latter value corresponds to a division time of around 70 min. This can be seen as a damping
effect that destroys the bistable behavior of the system due to
the dilution of the activator protein X.
On the other hand, cell growth has a nonintuitive effect
in the Hopf points. One would expect that the damping effect
just noted would also result in shrinkage of the parameter
region where oscillations are observed. Contrary to intuition,
this region is shown to extend for growth rates ranging from

0 to 0.02 min−1 for the system that exhibits timescale separation 关Fig. 3共a兲兴. The oscillatory region assumes its maximum extent around g = 0.05 min−1 after which it starts to
shrink 共not shown兲. If timescale separation is absent, the extent of the oscillatory region reaches a maximum around g
= 0.01 min−1 关Fig. 3共b兲兴. Such an effect could be stemming
from either a strengthening of the positive feedback loop or a
weakening of the negative one. Clearly, strengthening is not
occurring, since species X, X2 are subject to dilution during
cell growth, and the operator produced is in the unbound
state. Thus, it seems that the dilution of species Y weakens
the negative feedback, thereby allowing the oscillations to
occur even for higher dissociation constants ␣. Of course,
this effect is only observed for relatively slow growth, as for
much higher growth rates the dilution of the activator species
and the bound operator result in the shrinking of the oscillatory region.
As far as the periods of the oscillations are concerned,
panels 共c兲 and 共d兲 of Fig. 3 reveal that higher growth rates
result in lower periods for both cases where timescale separation exists or is absent. This trend is not limited to the
values of g shown in these plots, but persists for virtually the
entire range of growth rates for which oscillations are observed. This effect could be explained as a rescaling of time
in Eqs. 共23兲–共26兲. By applying the transformation tⴱ = g · t
+ c, the effect of growth is absorbed in the time variable and
dimensionless kinetic rates appear in the right-hand side of
these equations. Assuming that the period of the dimensionless system changes slower than the value of g, one would
expect that higher growth rates result in a decrease in the
period of the dimensional system.
IV. STOCHASTIC MODELS

The simulations that we described so far showed that the
system, as defined by the specific set of reactions, does or
does not exhibit excitability and sharp oscillations, depending on the relative magnitude of the timescales in which the
positive and negative feedback loops evolve. These simulations, performed with the deterministic model, completely
neglect stochasticity. However, cellular systems contain
small numbers of molecules in volumes to the order of femtoliters, thereby making stochasticity considerable. Thus, it is
necessary to investigate the behavior of the system under the
influence of stochastic fluctuations, in the presence or absence of timescale separation.
A. Intrinsic noise

The stochastic model that accounts for intrinsic noise
stemming from stochasticity in reaction occurrence is the
chemical master equation32
m

 P共x,t兩x0,t兲
= 兺 关aj共x − vj兲 · P共x − vj,t兩x0,t兲
t
j=1
− aj共x兲 · P共x,t兩x0,t兲兴.

共27兲

For our system, the master equation is impossible to solve
analytically, and thus, we used the Gillespie algorithm32,43 to
simulate stochastic paths that follow Eq. 共27兲. The state vec-
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TABLE III. Propensity functions for the oscillator model.
Propensity functiona–c

Reaction
k0

共1兲

O→O + X

共2兲



2X→X2

共3兲

X2→2X

a1 = k0 · O
a2 =


· X · 共X − 1兲
V · NA

␤

a3 = ␤ ·  · X2



共4兲

O + X2→OX2

共5兲

OX2→O + X2

共6兲

OX2→OX2 + X

共7兲

k2

Y i + X 2→ Y + X 2

共8兲

X + Y→Y

共9兲

X2 + Y→Y

共10兲

Y→Yi

a4 =

␣


· X2 · O
V · NA

a5 = ␣ ·  · OX2

k1

a6 = k1 · OX2

1

2
3

a7 =

k2
· X2 · Yi
V · NA

a8 =

1
·X·Y
V · NA

a9 =

2
· X2 · Y
V · NA
a10 = 3 · Y

a

Variables without brackets denote number of molecules of the corresponding species.
b
All propensity functions have units of min−1.
c
Avogadro’s number: NA = 6.022 136 7 ⫻ 1014 nmol−1.

tor containing numbers of molecules for each species is x
= 兵O , X , X2 , OX2 , Yi , Y其, and we have n = 6 species participating in m = 10 reactions. The reactions’ propensity functions, aj共x兲 = cj · hj共x兲, j = 1 , 2 , . . . , m, can be calculated given
the macroscopic kinetic constants of Table II, and are presented in Table III. The vectors vj denote the change in the
number of molecules for each species, e.g., for reaction 共4兲,
v4 = 兵−1 , 0 , −1 , 1 , 0 , 0其.
The predictions of the stochastic model must agree with
those of the deterministic model for infinitely large systems
共system size expansion44兲. The system size is quantified by
extensive variables, namely, the volume 共V兲 in which the
reactions take place and the number of molecules of the conserved species 共OT and YT, respectively兲. These parameters
appear in the propensity functions of the master Eq. 共27兲. On
the contrary, in the deterministic model, the numbers of molecules of the conserved species exist only in their intensive
form as concentrations 共intensive variables兲. To ensure the
validity of the comparison between the deterministic and stoTABLE IV. Division cycle parameters.
Symbol

Value

g
Vdup,crit
ndup
Vdiv,crit
ndiv
q

a

a

Units
−1

−15

14⫻ 10
25
14⫻ 10−15
25
80

min
L
共Dim/less兲
L
共Dim/less兲
共Dim/less兲

FIG. 4. Comparison of stochastic with deterministic trajectories as the system size increases. Panel 共a兲: V = 7 ⫻ 10−15 L, copy numbers for conserved
species OT = 1, YT = 150. Smallest possible system size 共single operator兲,
significant stochasticity. Panel 共b兲: V = 84⫻ 10−15 L, copy numbers for conserved species OT = 12, YT = 1800. Lower noise strength. Panel 共c兲:
V = 15 771⫻ 10−15 L, copy numbers for conserved species OT = 2253,
YT = 337 950. Effectively deterministic behavior. All other parameter values
as in Table II with  = 10, ␣ = 20 nM.

chastic models, the concentrations of the conserved species
共关O兴T , 关Y兴T兲 were kept fixed at the same values in both types
of simulations, whereas the volume 共V兲 was used to study
the effect of system size in the case of stochastic simulations.
To validate our comparative approach, test simulations were
run for very large system sizes. As expected, the stochastic
model effectively exhibits deterministic behavior, since the
effect of stochastic fluctuations becomes practically negligible 共Fig. 4兲.
Thus, we will use this comparative approach to study the
effect of stochasticity on the oscillation characteristics, in the
far more interesting case of biologically relevant, smaller
system sizes. In deterministic models periodicity can be easily determined from the requirement that there exists a real
number T 共the period兲 such that x共t + n · T兲 = x共t兲 , ∀ n 苸 Z. In
the stochastic model periodicity is determined in a statistical
sense using the autocovariance function 共Y兲 and the spectral
density function 共SY兲. The former is defined as44

Y共兲 ª 具共Yt − 具Yt典兲 · 共Yt+ − 具Yt+典兲典,

whereas the latter is the Fourier transform of the autocovariance function according to the Wiener–Khinchin theorem.44
Since the autocovariance function is even for stationary processes, it suffices to take a cosine transformation of the
former to compute the spectral density,

Description
Growth rate
Critical DNA duplication volume
DNA duplication sharpness parameter
Critical cell division volume
Cell division sharpness parameter
Daughter size variation parameter

The growth rate was varied, so that the cell division times range
from 1 h to 3 days, in order to investigate the interplay between
division cycle and oscillatory response.

共28兲

S Y共  兲 = 2 ·

冕

⬁

Y共兲 · cos共 · 兲d .

共29兲

0

According to the theory of stochastic processes,45 when a
stochastic signal has periodic components, the autocovariance function exhibits oscillatory patterns 关Fig. 5共a兲兴 and,
consequently, peaks are observed in the spectral density
function 关Fig. 5共b兲兴. We note that in the simple case of a
single periodic component, one can observe multiple peaks
that correspond to the component’s harmonic frequencies
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FIG. 5. Panel 共a兲: typical autocovariance function for a stochastic oscillation. Panel 共b兲: typical spectral density for a stochastic oscillation. The preferred frequency is denoted p. Parameter values as in Table II with  = 10,
␣ = 20 nM.

共integer multiples of a base frequency兲. Further, note that the
fastest the decay of the autocovariance, the more quickly the
oscillations desynchronize and the less pronounced the maximum of the spectral density. We will thus quantify the consistency of the oscillations with the ratio SY共p兲 / SY共0兲.
More consistent oscillations have higher SY共p兲 / SY共0兲 ratios
and desynchronize slower than less consistent oscillations.
Thus, for each parameter set we were able to determine
whether our system exhibits stochastic oscillations or not by
detecting the presence of at least one maximum with
SY共p兲 / SY共0兲 ⬎ 2 in the spectral density. The frequency for
which the first maximum is found will be referred to as the
preferred frequency p and the corresponding period as the
preferred period 共Tp = 2 ⫻  / p兲.
B. Effect of noise and timescale separation
on oscillation characteristics

Following the methodology and using the tools discussed in Sec. IV A we can now compare in a meaningful
way the deterministic and stochastic models. For systems to
the order of a yeast cell 共diameters of 3 – 4 m; V
⬇ 14– 34 fL兲, stochastic fluctuations can profoundly affect
the behavior of the system. Such effects are shown in Fig. 6,
which depicts simulation results corresponding to the parameter set for which excitability was observed in the deterministic model 共 = 10兲. In panel 共a兲 the ratios S共p兲 / S共0兲 quantifying the consistency of the oscillations are shown. Notice
that the range of O-X2 dissociation constant ␣ for which
stochastic oscillations are observed is significantly larger
than that of the deterministic model. Moreover, stochastic
oscillations are exhibited not only in the deterministically
oscillatory region, but also in the deterministically excitable

Chaos 20, 033118 共2010兲

FIG. 6. Panel 共a兲: consistency of the oscillations as quantified by the ratio
S共p兲 / S共0兲. Marked with 夝−夝 is the deterministic oscillatory region. Panel
共b兲: preferred periods of the stochastic oscillations in comparison to the
deterministic periods. Parameters as in Table II with  = 10. Panels 共c兲 and
共d兲: as in panels 共a兲 and 共b兲 but for the case where no timescale separation
exists and no excitability was observed deterministically 共parameters as in
Table II with  = 1兲.

region. The oscillations in the latter region can be thought as
emanating from stochastic stimulation of the excitable steady
state: the system continuously fluctuates around this steady
state when, at some point in time, a large enough fluctuation
共superthreshold stimulus兲 excites the system. The system
temporarily “departs” far away from the excitable state but
after some characteristic recovery time it approaches the excitable state again. Once this cycle has been completed, the
system is ready to get reexcited. This series of excitations
manifests as a stochastic oscillation in the region where only
one excitable state is observed deterministically. This behavior is indicative of coherence resonance for our system.
Furthermore, Fig. 6共b兲 shows the preferred periods
2 ·  / p of the stochastic oscillations in comparison to the
periods of the deterministic oscillations. Interestingly, the
former are significantly lower than the latter; thus, for this
case, stochasticity seems to accelerate the pace of the oscillations. This observation can be explained by the underlying
mechanism that generates the oscillations in this reaction
network. For this parameter set in the deterministic model,
the onset of a cycle is brought about by the fast autocatalytic
action of species X, once the concentrations of species Y has
dropped significantly, thereby weakening the negative feedback. However, for the stochastic model, the random fluctuations can fire the autocatalytic action of species X, even
when the concentration of species Y is still relatively high.
Consequently, the onset of a next cycle in the stochastic oscillation occurs prematurely in comparison to the deterministic case, and thus the preferred periods of the stochastic
oscillations are lower than the deterministic case.
Hence, we have demonstrated that for the parameter set
that results in large timescale separation 共and for which excitability is observed deterministically兲, stochasticity results
in broadening the oscillatory region and accelerating the
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pace of the oscillations. This is not the case, however, for the
parameter set where no excitability is exhibited deterministically.
In the latter case, the region where stochastic oscillations
are exhibited is essentially the same as the oscillatory region
of the deterministic model 关Figs. 6共c兲 and 6共d兲兴. Note that the
noise strength has not changed from the previous case, since
the system size was kept the same. Yet, for this parameter
set, the steady state is not excitable, and therefore, it cannot
be stimulated by the stochastic fluctuations in order to produce robust stochastic oscillations. Thus, no broadening of
the oscillatory region is observed.
Furthermore, as shown in Fig. 6共d兲, the preferred periods
of the stochastic oscillations are very close to the deterministic periods. This result can be attributed to the fact that for
this parameter set the positive and negative feedbacks proceed at approximately the same timescale. Therefore, the dynamics of the activating species X are as slow as those of the
degrader species Y, and thus X cannot exert the autocatalytic
feedback fast enough in order to prematurely initiate the next
cycle of the oscillation.
C. System size expansion

All previously presented results were obtained for a certain system size similar to that of a typical yeast cell size.
However, it is interesting to investigate the effect of noise
strength on the existence and the properties of the oscillations. As we have already shown, for very large systems, the
predictions of the stochastic model agree with those of the
deterministic model. Thus, the stochastic oscillations that are
exhibited in the deterministically oscillatory regions will progressively become more consistent and for infinite system
sizes, the autocovariance will follow a nondecaying oscillatory pattern. This effect is confirmed by simulations 共results
not shown兲.
By the same token, the oscillations exhibited in the deterministically excitable region 共for the parameter set where
 = 10兲 are expected to vanish for some large system size.
Before vanishing, however, an interesting nonlinear effect is
observed 关Figs. 7共a兲, 7共c兲, and 7共d兲兴: for progressively larger
system sizes, the oscillations initially become more and more
consistent until a critical system size from which the oscillations start becoming less consistent until they vanish. This
effect can be explained as follows: it is known that the noise
strength decreases for increasing system sizes due to averaging of the stochastic fluctuations.46 Small fluctuations are
ineffective in exciting the system in a periodic fashion, since
the noisy jumps are rarely strong enough to surpass the
threshold, as shown in panel 共f兲 where the nullclines of the
reduced deterministic model are plotted along with the stochastic trajectory. Thus, the oscillations must become less
consistent as the system size increases. On the other hand,
lower noise results in higher regularity in the duration of the
excursions from the excitable steady state. Thus, from this
perspective, for larger system sizes the oscillations should
become more consistent as the timing of the return to the
steady state for reexcitation becomes more precise.
These two conflicting factors shape the behavior of the
system as follows: for small system sizes, oscillations are

FIG. 7. Nonlinear effect of the noise strength on the robustness of stochastic
oscillations exhibited in the deterministically excitable region. Panel 共a兲:
V = 7 ⫻ 10−15 L, copy numbers for conserved species OT = 1, YT = 150.
Panel 共b兲: nullclines of the reduced deterministic model 共19兲–共21兲 and trajectory of the stochastic model on the 关X兴, 关Y兴 plane. Panels 共c兲 and 共d兲:
V = 105⫻ 10−15 L, copy numbers for conserved species OT = 15, YT = 2250.
Panels 共e兲 and 共f兲: V = 1659⫻ 10−15 L, copy numbers for conserved species
OT = 237, YT = 35 550. All other parameter values as in Table II with  = 10,
␣ = 30 nM.

observed but they are not quite consistent, since the excursion times have a large variability. Larger system sizes result
in more consistent oscillations due to the regularity of the
excursions, as long as the noise strength is still high enough
to be able to excite the system. However, for much larger
systems, the noise strength becomes significantly lower, so
that excitation becomes incoherent and the oscillations start
becoming less consistent. This biphasic effect is essentially a
coherence resonance phenomenon,20 according to which
moderate but not very high or very low noise magnitudes
lead to maximal coherence of the noise-induced oscillations.

D. Extrinsic noise: Incorporation of growth, DNA
duplication, and division

The stochastic model discussed so far neglects cell
growth and division. The latter effects were investigated in
the deterministic case, under the assumptions that DNA production occurs continuously and that the concentrations of
mothers and daughters are the same upon division. We wish
to investigate these effects in the stochastic case as well,
noting that neither of these assumptions hold true anymore.
Rather, DNA production will be considered as a discrete
event in which the number of operators is doubled. New
operators are produced in the unbound state. Furthermore,
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upon partitioning, each mother cell will inherit two operator
DNA molecules with random state 共free or bound兲 that follows a hypergeometric distribution. All other species are partitioned according to a binomial distribution. Cell growth is
incorporated as a deterministic time-dependency in the pro-

pensity functions47 and the total concentration 关Y兴 + 关Yi兴 is
kept approximately constant around the value 关Y兴T by producing single Yi molecules at specific times. Finally, the
single cell master equation incorporating growth DNA duplication and division has the general form,48

m

 P共x,V,t兲
= 兺 关aj共x − vj,V兲 · P共x − vj,V,t兲 − aj共x,V兲 · P共x,V,t兲兴 + aY共Yi,Y,V兲 · P共x − vY,V,t兲 − aY共Y,V兲 · P共x,V,t兲
t
j=1
+ adup共x − vdup,V兲 · P共x − vdup,V,t兲 − adup共x,V兲 · P共x,V,t兲 −
+

兺

...

k1ⱖ0

兺

knⱖ0

冕

⬁

adiv共x + k,V + 兲 · h共x,V兩X + k,V + 兲 · P共x + k,V + ,t兲d − adiv共x,V兲 · P共x,V,t兲.

Y + Yi + 0.5
⬎ 关Y兴T ,
aY共Y,Yi,V兲 = 0 for
NA · V
Y + Yi + 0.5
ⱕ 关Y兴T ,
NA · V

冉

V
Vdup,crit

冊

ndup

· 1兵O+OX2=2其 ,

dV
= g · V.
dt

共32兲

where 1兵E其 is an indicator variable that evaluates to 1 if E is
true, and 0 otherwise. The above relation describes stochastic
DNA duplication if the volume is close to Vdup,crit, provided
that only two operator DNA molecules exist. As a result of
the duplication event, two free operator molecules are produced inside the cell, thereby doubling the total number of
operator molecules, OT = 4. Thus, DNA duplication is performed only once per division cycle. Parameter ndup controls
the sharpness of the duplication mechanism: for ndup → ⬁
duplication takes place exactly the moment when V共t兲
= Vdup,crit. Finite values of ndup allow for some variation in
the size of the cell 共and thus the time兲 when duplication
occurs.
The convective term in Eq. 共30兲 expresses cell growth
under exponential single cell growth law. Hence, the volume
of the cell between subsequent divisions is given as

共33兲

Finally, the second to the last term expresses a probability
influx due to division of mother cells with contents xi + ki
ⱖ x, i = 1 , . . . , n and volumes V +  ⬎ V, and the last term is a
probability efflux due to division of cells in state 共x , V兲. The
division propensity is

共31兲

and the vector of change vY = 兵0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 1 , 0其. The above expression results in the production of a Y molecule exactly
when the total Y concentration drops below the desired 关Y兴T
at some point in the lifetime of the cell 共the 0.5 term in the
numerator is a continuity correction兲. As a result, the total Y
concentration fluctuates around the 关Y兴T value while the cell
grows.
The vector of change for DNA duplication is vY
= 兵2 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0其 and the propensity for this event is
adup共x,V兲 =

共30兲

0

The reaction propensity expressions that appear in the above
equation are shown in Table III. The propensity for the production of a Yi molecule, aY, is defined as

aY共Y,Yi,V兲 → ⬁ for


关g · V · P共x,V,t兲兴
V

adiv共x,V兲 =

冉

V
Vdiv,crit

冊

ndiv

共34兲

· 1兵O+OX2=4其 ,

and therefore division can occur when the volume is around
Vdiv,crit only if the total operator content is four molecules.
The latter ensures that division always succeeds DNA duplication. Parameter ndiv controls the sharpness of the division
mechanism.
The function h共x , V 兩 X + k , V + 兲 is the conditional
probability of finding one daughter with contents x and volume V given that a daughter of contents x + k and volume
V + . We use the following form for this probability:
h共xd,Vd兩xm,Vm兲 = hg共Od,OX2,d兩Om,OX2,m兲
·

兿

xi⫽O

bni共xi,d兩xi,m,Vm,Vd兲 · ␤共Vd兩Vm兲,

xi⫽OX2

共35兲
in which the indices m and d denote mother cell and daughter cell, respectively. The above expression incorporates the
assumptions of volume partitioning following a beta distribution:

␤共Vd兩Vm兲 =

冉 冊 冉

1 ⌫共2 · q兲
Vd
·
2 ·
Vm 共⌫共q兲兲
Vm

q−1

· 1−

Vd
Vm

冊

q−1

.
共36兲

In the above expression, parameter q captures the variation
of the cell size of the two daughters. For q → ⬁ the division
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FIG. 8. Representative spectral
density functions SY共兲 for the stochastic model that incorporates division cycle effects 关Eqs. 共30兲–共38兲兴.
Panel 共a兲:  = 1, ␣ = 40 nM, g
= 0.001 min−1. The lower mode is at
p ⬇ 0.0061 min−1 共Tp ⬇ 1037 min兲
and the high mode, which corresponds
to the division cycle, at 2
⬇ 0.0092 min−1
共2 ⬇ 680 min兲.
Panel 共b兲: as in panel 共a兲 but for
g = 0.0017 min−1. The lower mode is
at p ⬇ 0.0075 min−1 共Tp ⬇ 836 min兲
and the high mode at 2
⬇ 0.0150 min−1 = 2 · p
共2 ⬇ 418
min兲. Panel 共c兲: consistency of the oscillation with respect to the ratio between the division frequency and the
preferred frequency of the oscillation.
All other parameter values as in Tables
II and IV.

is always symmetric; lower q values result in asymmetric
division occurrences as well.
Furthermore, expression 共35兲 incorporates binomial partitioning of non-DNA species xi,
bni共xd,i兩xm,i,Vm,Vd兲 =

冉 冊冉 冊
冉 冊
xm,i
xd,i

· 1−

·

Vd
Vm

Vd
Vm

xd,i

xm,i−xd,i

共37兲

,

and partitioning of an operator DNA species that follows a
hypergeometric distribution,
hg共Od,OX2,d兩Om,OX2,m兲 =

冉 冊冉 冊冉冊
Om
Od

·

OX2,m
OX2,d

·

4
2

−1

.
共38兲

E. Division cycle effects

The incorporation of growth, DNA duplication, and division on the stochastic model essentially introduces another
source of periodicity, stemming from the division cycle. The
preferred period of this cycle is equal to the doubling time of
the cell,

2 =

2 ·  ln共2兲
=
,
g
2

共39兲

where 2 is the frequency of the division cycle. This source
of periodicity could not be taken into account in the deterministic continuum model 共23兲–共26兲 because of the assumptions of continuous DNA production and equal concentrations in mother and daughter cells.
In Fig. 8共a兲, the spectral density of the concentration of
species Y is shown to exhibit two prominent modes. The one
at the lowest frequency corresponds to the oscillatory component of the system, and the high frequency mode to the

division cycle. In this case, the two periodic components
coexist without interference. On the other hand, when the
division cycle is approximately two times faster than the
oscillation 共panel b兲, the modes corresponding to the frequency of the oscillation as well as higher harmonic frequencies become more prominent. This is a resonance effect between the oscillator and the division cycle, and is also shown
in panel 共c兲, where the consistency of the oscillations is plotted with respect to the ratio of the two frequencies 2 and
p. The maxima observed for 2 = p and 2 = 2 · p are indicative of this resonance effect.
In order to further investigate the effect of the division
cycle on the oscillations of the system, simulations of Eqs.
共30兲–共38兲 were performed for an extended range of growth
rates. The results appear in Fig. 9, in which panels 共a兲 and 共b兲
and 共c兲 and 共d兲 correspond to the case where timescale separation is absent or exists, respectively. Plotted is the preferred
period of the stochastic system in comparison with the period
of the oscillation of the deterministic continuum model.
Panel 共a兲 compares the periods of the two models in the
case of no timescale separation and for a value of ␣ for
which the chemical master equation exhibits robust oscillations. For this case, the periods of both models are in good
agreement up to the point that they become equal. Then, for
division frequencies lower than the oscillation frequency, the
spectral mode corresponding to the division cycle is higher
than that of the oscillation, and thus the preferred period of
the system appears to be the cell division time.
For a higher value of ␣ = 40 nM 共panel b兲, for which the
chemical master equation was found unable to produce oscillations 关see Fig. 6共c兲兴, the stochastic model that incorporates the division cycle exhibits a robust oscillatory behavior.
The consistency factors S共p兲 / S共0兲 of the latter are on the
order of 10–30, as previously shown in Fig. 8共c兲. Note that
for this parameter set, the deterministic system also exhibits
oscillations albeit in a narrower region of the parameter
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FIG. 9. Panels 共a兲–共d兲: effect of division cycle on the oscillations of the
stochastic model 关Eqs. 共30兲–共38兲兴. The
preferred periods of the stochastic system are compared with the periods of
the deterministic continuum model.
The horizontal dashed line shows the
preferred period of the stochastic system in the absence of growth, division,
and DNA duplication 关chemical master Eq. 共27兲兴. This line is omitted when
the chemical master equation does not
exhibit oscillations. The inclined
dashed line corresponds to 2 ·  / p
= 2. Panels 共e兲 and 共f兲: autocovariance
functions for 关Y兴 corresponding to the
points marked in panels 共c兲 and 共d兲,
respectively. Parameter values as
noted; otherwise the values of Tables
II and IV were used.

space 共2 ⬍ 200 min兲. Thus, these oscillations result from
stochastic sources associated with the division cycle alone.
In the case where timescale separation exists and both
the continuum deterministic and the stochastic models oscillate 共␣ = 20 nM, panel c兲, we see that the periods of both
models are in good agreement. This is in contrast to the case
where no division cycle is accounted for 关see Fig. 6共a兲兴,
where intrinsic noise was found to lower the period of the
oscillation. For this case it is possible that the dilution due to
cell growth inhibits the premature excitation of the system,
and thus the period-lowering effect is no longer observed.
Finally, for a higher value of ␣ = 40 nM 共panel d兲 the
stochastic model is shown to exhibit oscillations for a much
larger range of division times than the deterministic model:
the oscillations of the latter cease to exist at a division time
2 around 300 min, and lower growth rates result in the deterministic system approaching a steady state. Moreover, the
preferred periods of the stochastic model are again lower
than those of the deterministic model. It is further interesting
to observe that, in this case, the oscillatory mode in the spectral density is more prominent than the mode corresponding
to cell division for a large region of the parameter space. The

latter mode becomes more prominent for rather low growth
rates, for which the autocovariance reveals the coexistence of
two underlying frequencies 共panel f兲: the oscillatory component of the reaction network appears to be superimposed on
the periodic component due to cell division.
V. DISCUSSION

Aiming at investigating the effects of timescale separation, as well as intrinsic and extrinsic stochasticity on biological oscillations, we constructed a minimal reaction network which consists of a single positive coupled with a
single negative feedback loop. The network is capable of
exhibiting excitable or nonexcitable behavior. We subsequently derived corresponding deterministic and stochastic
models that neglect the division cycle and models that incorporate cell growth, DNA production, and division, and compared their dynamical behaviors on the basis of 共i兲 the extent
of the parameter space where each model can exhibit oscillatory behavior and 共ii兲 the properties of these oscillations.
For the deterministic models, we performed the continuation
of steady states and limit cycles to identify the oscillations
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and their characteristics. For the stochastic models, the
Gillespie algorithm and a variation thereof that incorporates
growth, division, and DNA duplication was used to simulate
the system. Subsequently, tools from the theory of stochastic
processes 共autocovariance and spectral density兲 were employed for detecting and analyzing the oscillations in the
stochastic sense.
It was found that depending on the existence of timescale separation different behaviors can be observed as a
result of the intrinsic noise. For large separation, simulations
performed for system sizes to the order of a yeast cell
showed that stochasticity greatly extends the oscillatory region and lowers the period. This behavior is in contrast to
what was observed in the absence of timescale separation but
for the same system size 共and thus noise strength兲 as before.
For this case, it was found that the stochastic oscillatory
region is effectively identical to the deterministic one, and
the preferred periods of the stochastic oscillations are very
close to the deterministic periods.
Furthermore, the extension of the oscillatory region
strongly depends on the noise strength as quantified by the
system size. This effect was demonstrated by performing
simulations in the presence of timescale separation, for a
parameter set where the stochastic model oscillates but the
deterministic does not. The following nonlinear result was
thus observed: for increasing system sizes, the stochastic oscillations initially become more consistent, but after a critical
system size they progressively lose consistency and finally
vanish for much larger system sizes. This effect can be attributed to the interplay between noise strength and timing of
the return to the steady state for reexcitation. For high to
moderate noise 共low to moderate system size兲 this timing
becomes more precise, and thus, the consistency of the oscillation is improved. However, for lower noise 共higher system size兲 the noise level decreases to the point that stochastic
fluctuations are unable to reexcite the system in a consistent
way, if at all. Such a biphasic effect is indicative of stochastic resonance.
On the other hand, intrinsic noise due to random reaction
occurrence is not the only source of stochasticity in biological systems. The processes of cell growth, DNA duplication,
and division are also stochastic and introduce extrinsic noise,
the effects of which were investigated for our system. It was
found that in the case of no timescale separation, for which
intrinsic noise was unable to extend the oscillatory region,
the extrinsic noise sources are able to do so for an extended
range of growth rates. Furthermore, it was observed that the
interplay between the division frequency and the frequency
of the oscillation can result in resonance effects which
strengthen the robustness of the oscillation.
These results show that intrinsic and extrinsic noise
sources in synergy with timescale separation can enhance the
robustness of the system, because they can increase the region where the desired behavior is observed. This effect
could be physiologically significant, since vast timescale
separation is indeed observed in many biological pathways.
It is further possible that cells can tune the frequency of their
division cycle with respect to that of a biological clock, or

vice versa, in order to exploit resonance effects which also
promote more robust oscillations.
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